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Abstract

The Eating Disorders In weight-related Therapy (EDIT) Collaboration brings together data from randomised controlled trials of behavioural weight management interventions to identify individual participant risk factors and intervention strategies that contribute to eating disorder risk. We present a protocol for a systematic review and individual participant data (IPD) meta-analysis which aims to identify participants at risk of developing eating disorders, or related symptoms, during or after weight management interventions conducted in adolescents or adults with overweight or obesity. We systematically searched four databases up to March 2022 and clinical trials registries to May 2022 to identify randomised controlled trials of weight management interventions conducted in adolescents or adults with overweight or obesity that measured eating disorder risk at pre- and post-intervention or follow-up. Authors from eligible trials have been invited to share their deidentified IPD. Two IPD meta-analyses will be conducted. The first IPD meta-analysis aims to examine participant level factors associated with a change in eating disorder scores during and following a weight management intervention. To do this we will examine baseline variables that predict change in
Introduction

Obesity and eating disorders share some risk factors [1, 2], treatment principles [3, 4], and may co-exist [1, 5–7]. Behavioural weight management is often the cornerstone of first line Obesity and eating disorders share some risk factors [1, 2], treatment principles [3, 4], and may co-exist [1, 5–7]. Behavioural weight management is often the cornerstone of first line obesity management [8]. Interventions addressing diet quality, physical activity, and sleep, undepinned by behaviour change strategies, show modest improvements in weight-related outcomes and cardiometabolic health in the short to medium term [9, 10]. However, several common features of behavioural weight management, such as weight loss and dietary restraint are part of eating disorder pathology. Therefore, there is growing international concern among eating disorder and obesity practitioners, professional associations, and advocates that interventions used for weight management may increase the likelihood of participants developing an eating disorder [11, 12].

Systematic reviews show that for most adolescents and adults, medically supervised obesity treatment does not worsen eating disorder risk, at least during the intervention and early follow-up period, and may indeed result in modest improvements [13–15]. Other markers of psychosocial health related to the development of eating disorders, such as depression, anxiety, self-esteem, body image, and quality of life, also show modest improvements after weight management interventions [16–23]. Nevertheless, people with eating disorders are more likely to present for weight loss support than for eating disorder treatment [24] and individual trials have identified a small subset of people who experience the onset of symptoms of eating disorders during, or following, weight management [25–29]. Considering the serious and potentially lifelong consequences of eating disorders [30], it is important that individuals at risk are identified, that treatment options be tailored to ameliorate this risk and that the longer-term outcomes of weight management interventions be adequately assessed.

The Eating Disorders In weight-related Therapy (EDIT) Collaboration will, for the first time, explore the complex risk factor interactions that may precede changes in eating disorder risk during and following weight management (www.editcollaboration.com) [31]. The EDIT Collaboration will address four broad aims: 1) To understand which participants experience a change in eating disorder risk, or related symptoms, during and following weight management interventions; 2) To understand which components of weight management interventions may contribute to change in eating disorder risk; 3) To identify predictive pathways for changes in eating disorder risk during and following weight management interventions; and 4) To develop resources and recommendations to prevent or reduce eating disorder development in response to obesity treatment. The present study will address the first aim of the EDIT Collaboration. No individual trial alone will have a sufficient sample size to address this issue, considering eating disorder risk may emerge in a small subset of individuals undergoing weight
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management and event rates may be low. Thus, novel data analytic approaches that bring together data from multiple trials are needed to determine whether baseline participant characteristics or characteristics of weight management interventions can identify individuals at risk of developing eating disorders.

Need for individual participant data meta-analysis

Individual participant data (IPD) meta-analysis involves synthesising raw line-by-line participant data across trials. It is considered the “gold standard” for meta-analysis [32], due to its many benefits. For instance, combining IPD from trials enables a larger pooled sample size and greater flexibility to align outcome definitions, thereby increasing statistical power to detect effects for rarer outcomes (such as the emergence of eating disorders) and in smaller samples compared to individual trials alone [33]. It can also lead to improved quantity and quality of available data for analyses by providing access to unpublished outcomes for all randomised participants and by enabling extensive data checking [34]. Further, by leveraging data from existing, previously funded trials, IPD meta-analysis reduces research waste and enables the rapid generation of new knowledge with immediate clinical implications. Of particular importance, collection of data at the individual level provides the opportunity to conduct more in-depth subgroup analyses than using standard aggregate data meta-analyses [34]. Analyses of participants enrolled in various behavioural interventions across diverse subgroups will also enhance generalisability. Overall, this methodological approach will support the identification of individuals at risk of eating disorders in the context of weight management.

Study aim and objectives

This study aims to understand which participants experience a change in eating disorder risk, or related symptoms, during and after behavioural weight management interventions conducted in adolescents or adults with overweight or obesity. This aim will be addressed by the following objectives: 1) to identify baseline participant risk factors which predict an increase or decrease in eating disorder risk, or related symptoms, during and following a weight management intervention; and 2) to identify whether there are baseline participant risk factors which predict change in eating disorder risk, or related symptoms, if they receive any behavioural weight management intervention compared with no intervention (i.e., no-treatment controls). These two objectives will be addressed in two separate but related studies, outlined in this protocol.

Methods

We will conduct a systematic review and IPD meta-analysis according to guidelines recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration and Cochrane IPD Meta-analysis Methods Group [34]. This protocol follows the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis extension for protocols (PRISMA-P) [35] and was prospectively registered on PROSPERO (CRD42021265340).

Eligibility criteria

Types of studies. This systematic review will include randomised controlled trials with randomisation at the individual level. Quasi- and cluster-randomised and cross-over trials will be excluded. There are no limitations based on date or language.
**Trial participants.** Eligible participants will be adolescents (aged 10 to <19 years at baseline) or adults (aged ≥ 19 years at baseline) with overweight or obesity, as reported by trialists and/or defined as body mass index (BMI) z-score >1 or BMI ≥ 85th percentile in adolescents and BMI ≥25 kg/m² in adults.

**Types of interventions.** Behavioural weight management interventions aiming to improve a weight-related outcome (e.g., weight/ body mass/ BMI percentile maintenance or reduction) will be included. Interventions may be individual-, group-, or family-based and be conducted in-person or virtually. Trials aimed at preventing obesity in a population classified as overweight will be included. Trials aimed at health promotion or obesity prevention in a broader population including individuals in a healthy weight range will be excluded. To minimise heterogeneity, interventions such as bariatric surgery, post-surgical interventions, pharmacotherapy and nutrient supplementation will be excluded, as will interventions simultaneously targeting secondary or syndromic causes of obesity (e.g., Prader Willi Syndrome), an alternate medical condition (e.g., type 2 diabetes, sleep apnoea) or eating disorders. There are no limitations based on the duration of intervention or setting (e.g., community, inpatient, outpatient).

Within this study, an intervention arm is defined as any delivery of advice or information relating to dietary change, physical activity, sedentary behaviour, sleep health and/or behaviour change and may include print information, online programs or individual- or group-consultations. Interventions may be novel treatments or delivered as part of, in addition to, or separate to, standard clinical care. The intervention period is defined as any period with ongoing contact with the study team. The follow-up period is defined as a period with no contact or intervention provided. Thus, for example, weight maintenance periods providing ongoing support will be considered part of the intervention period. Minimal contact such as newsletters or strategies to keep in touch and assist with the retention of participants will not be considered an intervention. Due to the anticipated high heterogeneity between behavioural weight management interventions, intervention arms will be categorised into broad subgroups, considering the level of prescription (dietary or exercise) within the intervention, dose and type of support provided.

**Types of comparator/control.** Included trials may include a waitlist, no-treatment or weight-neutral control arm, or provide standard care or an alternate intervention as the comparator group. Weight-neutral interventions are defined as those which promote healthy behaviours to improve physical and psychosocial health and well-being, without promoting weight loss or focusing on body weight, shape or size [36]. Within our analyses, control arms will be defined as those providing no treatment, advice or support during the study period. Weight-neutral intervention arms will be considered control arms but will be analysed separately to no-treatment and wait-list controls. Standard clinical care and alternate intervention arms will be considered intervention arms within analyses.

**Types of outcome measures.** Trials must collect at least one measure of eating disorder symptoms or behaviours at baseline and post-intervention or follow-up using a validated self-report questionnaire (e.g., Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire, Binge Eating Scale) and/or clinical assessment or diagnostic interview (e.g., Eating Disorder Examination). Included outcomes are an eating disorder diagnosis, global eating disorder score, binge eating score, identified engagement in binge eating or frequency of binge eating behaviours, loss of control of eating and/or bulimic symptoms or compensatory behaviours.

Trials which are planned or ongoing at the time this EDIT Collaboration IPD protocol was finalised in September 2022, will be eligible for inclusion in a nested prospective meta-analysis, provided their results are not yet known [37]. This novel methodology enables integration of prospective evidence into the EDIT IPD. We will aim to harmonise some outcome collection
across these trials if possible (i.e., agree for trials to collect the same core outcomes using the same or similar scales, where feasible).

**Information sources and search strategy**

A systematic search of the electronic databases MEDLINE, Embase, PsycINFO and Scopus and clinical trials registries ClinicalTrials.gov and the World Health Organization’s International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (WHO ICTRP) Search Portal [38] were conducted from inception to March 2022 and May 2022 respectively. The complete search strategies for all databases and clinical trials registries are listed in S1 Table. Collaborators will be asked to notify us of any additional eligible trials. Authors will also be able to notify the study team of an eligible trial through the study website (https://www.editcollaboration.com/). Trials will be able to continue to join the Collaboration on an ongoing basis.

Records identified through the database searches were imported into Covidence software (Veritas Health Innovation, Melbourne, Australia) to remove duplicates and to screen against the inclusion/exclusion criteria. Two EDIT Collaboration study team members independently screened records by title and abstract and then by full text. Reasons for full text exclusion were recorded. Discrepancies in study eligibility were resolved through discussion with a third member of the study team consulted if necessary.

**Inviting trialists to join the collaboration**

A list of eligible studies identified up to August 2022 can be found in S2 Table. The corresponding author/s of eligible studies have been invited to join the EDIT Collaboration via email. If no response was received after two attempts, other authors on the paper or listed on a registration record were emailed and we attempted to contact trialists using our networks. If authors are unable to be contacted after multiple attempts and the required individual participant data are not publicly available, the trial will be excluded, since our analyses are not possible using published summary data alone. Trialists that have agreed to join the Collaboration, as of August 2022, have been shaded in S2 Table.

**Data collection, management and confidentiality**

**Data receipt.** Each participating trial will be invited to share de-identified IPD. A complete list of required variables and preferred coding format will be provided to trial investigators; however, data will be accepted in any interpretable format, and recoded by the EDIT team as necessary. Data transfer will occur via secure data transfer platforms or via a secure institutional email using password-protected zip files, depending on trial investigators’ preference. All data will be stored in a customised, central and secure database at the National Health and Medical Research Council Clinical Trials Centre, University of Sydney, in accordance with the University of Sydney Data Management Policy 2014 and will only be accessible to authorised project team members.

**Data processing.** Data from each trial will be checked in duplicate for outliers or implausible values, missing values and inconsistencies, including cross-checks against published reports, registration records or data collection sheets. The randomisation and study process will be assessed following standard procedures such as inspecting the balance of participant characteristics across groups and the chronological randomisation sequence. Possible errors and inconsistencies will be clarified with the trialist, and the dataset amended if a consensus with each extractor is reached.

**Data recoding.** Data will be re-coded and re-formatted into the preferred format as required, ensuring standardised variable names, measurement scales and units are used (e.g.,
Data will be re-coded by one study team member and checked by a second team member.

**Data transformation and collation.** Once data checking and coding from all trials are finalised, the data will be combined into a single dataset, with a unique identifier for each trial. When required, new variables will be derived from the combined dataset to address the research questions (e.g., calculation of body mass index or categorization of eating disorder scores based on pre-specified cut-points).

**Individual participant variables**

The individual participant data variables to be requested from trialists have been informed by expert consultation (Table 1) [39]. An initial list of individual characteristics potentially relevant to eating disorder risk was drafted in consultation with the EDIT Collaboration Scientific and Stakeholder Advisory Panels. These items were then developed into a survey and circulated internationally to eligible trialists and among obesity and eating disorder professional societies and consumer advocacy organisations. Participants were asked to rate the relevance of each individual characteristic to eating disorder risk within the context of weight management and to identify any variables relevant to eating disorder risk not already included [39]. Variables included in the final analyses will be dependent on the availability of IPD, i.e., we will only be able to include variables for which sufficient data are available.

**Defining change in eating disorder risk**

There is a paucity of literature to guide the assessment of and change in eating disorder risk in individuals with overweight or obesity. Few studies have validated self-report eating disorder questionnaires against a structured clinical interview in people with overweight or obesity [40]. Thus, it is challenging to identify normative data in this population to ascertain appropriate cut-points indicating someone may be at risk of, or may meet diagnostic criteria for an eating disorder. Similarly, there are no data to indicate clinically relevant changes in eating disorder risk scores on these self-report questionnaires when used longitudinally.

To identify participants at risk of developing an eating disorder in this study, we will assess the change in eating disorder risk in three ways. A standardised mean difference in eating disorder scores between baseline and post-intervention will be used as the primary outcome to determine a statistically significant change in eating disorder risk as a continuous variable. The Reliable Change Index [41] and pre-determined clinical cut-points will be secondary outcomes for assessments with appropriate data and reliability to inform analyses. The Reliable Change Index provides a measure of statistical and clinical significance while considering scale reliability [41, 42]. The index shows how much, and in what direction, an outcome measure has changed at the individual level, and whether that change is both reliable and clinically significant. Table 2 summarises the eating disorder measures used by included trials and the pre-defined cut-points used for each measure to categorize individuals as being high or low risk.

Questionnaires examining global eating disorder risk, for example, the Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire or the Eating Disorder Inventory, usually include a sub-scale on dietary restraint. While dietary restraint or dieting is considered an eating disorder risk factor in community samples, dietary change is often a core component of behavioural weight management. This presents a challenge with examining eating disorder risk in the context of weight management interventions. A systematic review examining the change in dietary restraint compared to other eating disorder risk factors found that these sub-scales did not align in their direction of effect [49]. Thus, current measures of dietary restraint do not appear
to be appropriate measures of eating disorder risk in the context of weight management, and existing sub-scales may not adequately distinguish between flexible and rigid restraint. Removal of the dietary restraint subscale used within questionnaires will be examined as part of sensitivity analyses.
Once the IPD dataset has been collated, these will be used in two separate studies addressing the two objectives.

**STUDY 1: Analysis of IPD from each intervention arm**

In Study 1, we will assess whether participant level factors predict an increase or decrease in eating disorder risk during and following a weight management intervention (Fig 1A). Study 1 aims to evaluate whether any factors are prognostic of an outcome for participants who had any intervention, it will not evaluate the causal influence of the intervention.

**Eligibility criteria**

Study 1 will include weight management intervention arms only. Waitlist, no-treatment control arms and weight-neutral arms will be excluded. Adults and adolescents will be included, but analysed separately, and separate models will be built for each group.

**Primary and secondary outcome**

The primary outcome will be a standardised mean difference in global eating disorder score from baseline to immediately post-intervention and at 6- and 12- months follow-up, adjusting for the standardised global eating disorder scores at baseline [50, 51]. A secondary outcome will be a standardised mean binge eating score and frequency immediately post-intervention and at 6- and 12- months follow-up, adjusting for the standardised binge eating scores at baseline [50, 51].

**Predictors: Individual risk factors**

Individual participant characteristics in Table 1 will be tested as predictors of eating disorder risk. These risk factors will be adjusted based on available data in individual studies. If risk factors are not available across studies, they may not be analysed. We will critically discuss any lack of evidence on these factors in the publication of our results.

---

Table 2. Eating disorder assessments used by trials eligible for inclusion in the EDIT Collaboration and their pre-specified risk cut-point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessments used by eligible trials</th>
<th>Literature regarding recommended cut-point</th>
<th>Cut-point to be used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binge Eating Scale</td>
<td>Cut-point of 17 recommended based on sensitivity of ≥0.85 when used to detect binge eating disorder in adults presenting for bariatric surgery [43]</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating Disorder Examination/Children’s Eating Disorder Examination</td>
<td>Clinician directed interview to determine ED diagnosis and symptoms. No literature identified regarding cut-point in individuals with overweight or obesity (where a diagnosis has not been recorded)</td>
<td>Yes/ no diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire</td>
<td>Suggested cut-points for adults based on sample of female control participants and patients from specialty eating disorder treatment centres aged 16–66 years [44]: BMI 25–30 kg/m²: 3.15; BMI &gt; 30 kg/m²: 3.26. Comparable to cut-point of 3.1 in adults with BMI &gt; 25 kg/m² recommended by Mond et al. [45]</td>
<td>Adults: BMI 25–30: 3.15; BMI &gt; 30: 3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating Attitudes Test/Children’s Eating Attitudes Test</td>
<td>Cut-point of 10 or 11 suggested for individuals with higher BMI to obtain a balance between sensitivity and specificity [46, 47]. This reduced the false negative rate from 68% at the usual cut-point of 20 down to 32% but gave false positive rate of 35% and overall misclassification rate of 33% [46]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating Disorder Inventory Questionnaire for Eating and Weight Patterns/Questionnaire for Eating and Weight Patterns-Adolescent Version</td>
<td>Cut-point of 2 demonstrated reasonable sensitivity (0.74) in identifying binge eating disorder among adults with obesity [48]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0282401.t002](https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0282401.t002)
A final set of risk factors to be analysed, will be detailed in the Statistical Analysis Plan. The Statistical Analysis Plan will be finalised and made publicly available on Open Science Framework, with a timestamp, once data collection is finalised but before any analyses are undertaken [34].

**Covariates**

Where possible, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and related lockdowns will be examined as a covariate in studies collecting data from 2020 onwards.

**Data analysis**

**Descriptive analyses.** We will perform the following descriptive analyses:

- Baseline characteristics for each study separately and across studies (sex, age, race, ethnicity, education, socioeconomic status, baseline weight, baseline disordered eating, depression, self-esteem etc.).
- Summary statistics for each risk factor at baseline (for continuous variables, mean and variance; for categorical and binary variables, counts and percentages).
- Eating disorder risk assessments standardised mean and variance before and after interventions (each assessment separately and combined).
- Number of participants with a clinically significant increase or decrease in eating disorder risk using the Reliable Change Index.
- Number of participants moving from below to above, or above to below, a pre-defined cut-point (Table 2) from pre- to post-intervention or from post-intervention to latest follow-up.

Each descriptive analysis will be performed first within each intervention and then across interventions.

**Multilevel models**

Separate models will be built for adults and adolescents using the individual participant data, following the same steps. We will build multilevel linear models with random effects for each intervention arm (i.e., each included treatment arm in each study) to account for intervention-level differences. All analyses will be performed using the open-source software R [52], using the package lme4 [53]. Models will be built for the primary outcome (global eating disorder scores) and secondary outcome (binge eating scores). If prognostic variables are highly correlated ($|r| > 0.7$), this may corrupt estimates and model stability, and one of the variables will be removed from the model [54]. The selection of the variable removed will be documented by the authors, and based on its utility, pragmatic qualities and theoretical importance (e.g., which variable is more easily collected, and which variable would be hypothesized to be a more likely causal influence on the outcome). Heterogeneity across interventions will be assessed by calculating the proportion of random variance explained by random intervention effects.

**Model 0: Change of eating disorder risk for all participants.** First, we will build a model to assess if and how eating disorder risk changed for all participants of weight management interventions, only including baseline risk as a predictor, follow-up risk as an outcome, and each intervention as random effects.

**Models 1a,1b,1c.** Then, we will examine univariate models for each participant-level risk factor to assess how this risk factor individually predicts eating disorder risk.

**Model 2.** We will use a backward elimination approach to develop a final model of the key risk factors that influenced eating disorder risk change for all participants. We will start with a global model, then remove the prognostic variable with the least significant value, re-estimate and stop when all $p$ values in the multivariate model are significant. The $p$ value cut-off chosen will be dependent on the sample size and events per variable (EPV) in our combined dataset (because the number of participants and events can influence statistical significance, lower cut-off values such as 0.05 or 0.01 are recommended for large sample sizes i.e., 100 or more EPV, but a cut off of 0.157 or higher if there are less than 25 EPV) [55, 56]. In the case that the EPV per variable is less than 25 we will consider penalized estimation techniques (LASSO selection) to reduce overfitting. In the case that certain risk factors are systematically missing from a majority of trials because they were not collected, they will be excluded from the global model. Similarly, if trials are excluded from the global model due to only collecting a subset of risk factors relating to a specific research area, we will build additional models using the same process, however now focused on the eating disorder risk within each respective area (e.g., psychological risk factors for ED).

Model fit will be examined using various fit indices (e.g., $R^2$, Cox-Snell generalised $R^2$, Brier Score, calibration plots, residual plots). If we have an indication that there may be a non-linear effect, we will explore the use of cubic splines and compare the linear and non-linear model with a Chi-Square Difference of the Log Likelihood ratio test. Predictive performance will be estimated using various statistics such as C statistics, and calibration slopes applied from the model to each study individually. Predictive performance will then be summarised across studies using a random effect meta-analysis for each statistic. To gauge which predictors have inconsistent effects across studies we will examine the residual intra-class variation [57].
We will present final model parameters including estimated mean difference per standard deviation change for the primary and secondary outcome with 95% confidence interval, standard error and t-value. We will report variance (SD) and explained random variance for random effects.

Model stability, internal validation, and internal-external cross-validation

Variable selection can often produce optimistic models that have been overfitted to the development dataset and compromise the validity of model predictions for new populations. Due to this possibility, we will probe our model with multiple stability, validation and sensitivity analyses. We will use internal validation to examine overfitting and model stability via the resampling technique of bootstrapping. Bootstrapping will be done within each intervention arm, will be representative of the size of the intervention arm, and will be repeated 100 times. Each resampled dataset allows for the internal validation of how robust the variable selection process is to small deviations in input [55, 56]. Likewise, the development of new model estimates using the new bootstrapped datasets allows for the evaluation of optimism. The performance of the bootstrap models will be evaluated against the bootstrapped and original data. Specifically, we will examine the difference in performance of the bootstrap model on both datasets to create an optimism estimate and repeat this process 100 times for each performance statistic. The difference between the initial performance statistic based on the original model and the average of all optimism estimates provides an optimism adjusted performance statistic [58–60]. Internal-external cross-validation will be examined by rerunning the model development process omitting one study, the predictive performance of the model is then examined against the omitted study to externally validate the model. If there is an appropriate sample size [61–63], this process is repeated for each study and meta-analysis, and is used to summarise estimates and heterogeneity to evaluate how reliable the model is when applied to different populations [60]. If any studies have notable case-mix differences (e.g., majority of the sample has high socio-economic status or has class 3 obesity), their omission will also be explored in this cross-validation process to improve the generalisability of the model. We will perform a sensitivity analysis to explore if basic conclusions hold when comparing the final model with those obtained after eliminating some variables from the final model or including additional ones. Finally, we will perform sensitivity analyses to explore model stability with the spread of collinear variables.

STUDY 2: IPD of randomised controlled trials

In Study 2, we will assess whether there are participant level factors that predict whether participation in any weight management intervention is more or less likely than a no-treatment (e.g., wait-list) control or a weight-neutral intervention to lead to a change in eating disorder risk at post-intervention and 6- and 12-months follow-up (Fig 1B). These two comparisons (comparison of weight management interventions to a no-treatment control and comparison of weight management interventions to a weight-neutral intervention) will be analysed separately to each other. All analyses will be intention-to-treat and include all randomised participants.

Eligibility criteria

Study 2 will include trials with one or more weight management intervention arms being compared to a waitlist or no-treatment control arm and trials comparing a weight management intervention with a weight-neutral health-focused intervention. Adults and adolescents will be included, but analysed separately, and separate models will be built for each.
**Primary outcome**
The primary outcome will be a standardised mean difference in global eating disorder scores between baseline and immediately post-intervention and at 6- and 12-months follow-up.

**Secondary outcome**
The secondary outcome will be a standardised mean difference in binge eating scores and frequency between baseline and immediately post-intervention and at 6- and 12-months follow-up.

**Individual risk factors**
Individual participant characteristics in Table 1 will be examined as risk factors for eating disorder development. Due to multiple comparisons inflating our type 1 error risk, significant results will be interpreted with caution, assessing the pattern of results instead of single significant findings in isolation, and taking into account the range of uncertainty using the 95% confidence interval [64, 65]. As with Study 1, these risk factors will be adjusted based on the data availability and be detailed further in the Statistical Analysis Plan.

**Data analysis**
We will compare individual participant characteristics (Table 1) descriptively at baseline within the intervention and control group for each study individually and across studies. We will describe the number of participants with a statistically significant increase or decrease in global eating disorder or binge eating score in both the intervention and the control group, and the number of participants moving from below to above, or from above to below, a predefined eating disorder risk cut-point (Table 2).

The main analysis will be performed using a random-effect one-stage approach, stratified by trial. To assess whether interventions compared to control affect primary and secondary outcomes overall, we will build multilevel linear models for the continuous primary outcome of global eating disorder score, and other continuous outcomes, and general linear models with a log link function for binary outcomes (e.g., above or below a cut-point). We will be adjusting for eating disorder score at baseline to improve precision, as recommended by Riley et al. [33]. The heterogeneity of treatment effects across trials will also be estimated using I^2 which captures the proportion of the total variance driven by heterogeneity, 95% prediction intervals which capture the likely range of effect sizes from an equivalent population of studies, and r^2 the between study variance. If excessive statistical heterogeneity in treatment effects or inconsistency across trials is detected, then the rationale for combining trials will be questioned and the source of heterogeneity explored.

To analyse individual-level risk factors (i.e., analyse if there are differential treatment effects on eating disorder outcomes for subgroups of participants/ by participant-level predictor variables) differences in intervention effect by risk factor on eating disorder risk score will be analysed by testing an intervention by risk factor interaction term. To account for aggregation bias, this analysis will be stratified by trial, with random effects placed on the within trial interaction [66]. Results will be reported with appropriate estimates, 95% confidence intervals and two-sided p-values of intervention effects and interaction effects.

**Risk of bias and data quality**

**Risk of bias assessment**
Two reviewers will assess the risk of bias independently with discrepancies resolved through discussion. Each intervention arm in Study 1 will be assessed using the US Academy of
Nutrition and Dietetics Quality Criteria Checklist: Primary Research [67]. The checklist allows a rating (positive, neutral, or negative) of each intervention arm within the study. The Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool [68] will be used to assess risk of bias for trials included in Study 2.

Data quality and consistency
Data quality will be assessed by examining the IPD and any published materials following a checklist of items derived from the literature and expert consultations, which has been piloted in previous IPDs (manuscript in progress). The IPD checks will examine items such as randomisation methods and sequences, inconsistencies in the data or implausible values, retraction notices and ethical approval. Any concerns will be cross-checked with the trialists.

Publication bias
Potential selection and publication bias will be investigated by comparing IPD meta-analyses of prospectively versus retrospectively included trials in a sensitivity analysis. Where possible, we will include unpublished data, which may alleviate selective outcome reporting bias. Contour-enhanced funnel plots will examine possible differences in results to detect indications of publication bias.

Confidence in cumulative evidence
Certainty of evidence will be appraised using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach [69].

Missing data
Baseline characteristics of participants completing studies and those who have withdrawn will be compared to identify any differences relevant to eating disorder risk. The principles of Jakobsen et al. [70] will be used to determine whether we will apply complete case analysis (CCA) or multiple imputation. If multiple imputation is the most appropriate approach, we will assume missing at random (MAR) and we will apply a fully conditional (FCS) approach labelled multiple imputation by chained equations (MICE). One regression model will be applied to each trial and treatment group separately [71]. Fifteen imputed dataset copies will be created and meta-analysis will be applied to each dataset and combined using Rubin’s rules. Care will be taken to ensure congeniality between the analysis model and the imputation model where possible (e.g., clustering, non-linear effects etc). This process will be applied with the mice package in R [72]. If large proportions (>40%) of data are missing within a trial for an outcome, this trial will be excluded from the primary analysis and included in a sensitivity analysis with complete case analysis to probe whether trials with high missingness influence our estimates.

Planned sensitivity analyses
Sensitivity analyses will be conducted for Study 1 and 2 excluding interventions with high rates of missing data (>30%), high risk of bias in any domain, trials with a possible conflict of interest and excluding dietary restraint sub-scales within eating disorder scores.

Data management
Data receipt, management and analysis will be conducted by the National Health and Medical Research Council Clinical Trials Centre, University of Sydney. All data will be stored electronically in a password-protected folder. Storing large de-identified datasets of this kind in
perpetuity is standard procedure for individual participant data meta-analyses, and it is in line with the ICMJE Statement on Data Sharing [73]. Combining data from all trials to-date on weight management interventions measuring eating disorder risk will result in a dataset of unprecedented size for this research question. Storing this data in perpetuity ensures that it can be made available for additional ethics approved purposes that may arise.

**Ethical considerations**

IPD will be provided by each trial included in the EDIT Collaboration on the stipulation that the required ethical approval to share data has been obtained by their respective Human Research Ethics Committees (or equivalent), and participants gave informed consent prior to enrolment in the individual trials. Trialists remain the custodians of their data, which will be de-identified before being shared with the EDIT Collaboration. Ethical approval for this project has been granted by The University of Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee (2022/079) and cross-institutional ethics approval from Flinders University Human Research Ethics Committee (project number 5418).

**Additional planned analyses**

The following additional planned analyses will be conducted, dependant on additional funding, and a separate protocol will be drafted and made publicly available for each: 1. Change in weight/BMI related outcomes between baseline and post-intervention and 6- and 12-months follow-up as a predictor of change in eating disorder risk. Where possible for adolescent data, height and weight will be used to standardise BMI across studies (such as using BMI z-score and/ or BMI as a percentage of the 95th percentile); 2. Rate of weight loss between baseline and post-intervention and 6- and 12-months follow-up as a predictor of eating disorder risk; 3. Change in cardiometabolic health outcomes (e.g., lipids, insulin, blood pressure, liver function tests) between baseline and post-intervention and 6- and 12-months follow-up (dependant on additional funding to collate outcomes); 4. Understanding the temporal change in global eating disorder scores and binge eating scores during weight management interventions and during the follow-up period.

**Discussion**

This will be the first study to examine change in individual eating disorder risk in weight management interventions in adolescents and adults with overweight or obesity. Eating disorder risk will be examined in two ways. First, we will identify individual characteristics associated with a change in eating disorder risk following any type of weight management intervention (Study 1). Second, we will examine whether risk varies for participants engaging in a weight management intervention compared to no intervention or a weight-neutral intervention (Study 2). The study will combine data from trials globally to conduct an IPD meta-analysis, which is considered the gold-standard for meta-analysis. Considering that eating disorders are expected to affect a small number of individuals, a greater sample size is required to identify those at risk than is feasible for any trial alone. Findings will inform screening and monitoring protocols to allow individuals at risk to be identified early. Although included data are only available from weight management clinical trials, findings will contribute to our understanding of eating disorder risk in people with overweight or obesity more broadly.

A limitation of this study is the risk of not obtaining data from all eligible trials, leading to inclusion bias. This risk will be minimised by applying a broad set of collaboration building and engagement strategies. Additionally, the wide range of assessments used to measure eating
disorder risk may lead to difficulties with pooling data and harmonising outcomes. We will work closely with the trialists and with IPD experts to address this.

We plan to complete the first round of data collation from included trials by the end of 2022 and conduct the primary analysis by 2023. Trials which have not completed data collection by this time will remain a part of the EDIT Collaboration and will have the opportunity to contribute data to future updates of these analyses.

The EDIT Collaboration [31] will conduct a complementary study that aims to deconstruct weight management interventions into their ‘active ingredients’ (aim 2 of the EDIT Collaboration), describing delivery features and intervention strategies with potential to increase or decrease eating disorder risk. Upon the completion of these two projects, the resulting data will be used to develop predictive models for the development of eating disorder risk during weight management at the individual level, considering the interaction between individual characteristics and intervention components (aim 3 of the EDIT Collaboration). By improving our understanding of individual experiences of weight management interventions, these models will help inform recommendations for early identification and assessments of eating disorders during weight management and tailored treatment approaches to mitigate future individual risk of eating disorders (aim 4 of the EDIT Collaboration). This IPD meta-analysis is the first step towards understanding individual risk of eating disorder during weight management.
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